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We investigated the nonlinear and nonsymmetric responses of viscoelastic fluids under large amplitude
oscillatory squeeze (LAOSQ) flow. The nonlinear and nonsymmetric stress response is a unique feature of
oscillatory squeeze (OSQ) flow under larger deformation, but has rarely been investigated. The goal of this
study is to systematically characterize the responses of viscoelastic fluids at larger deformation under oscil-
latory squeeze flow and to provide a platform for the analysis of nonsymmetric stress signals. We report
a framework for the analysis of nonlinear-and-nonsymmetric stress signals at larger strain amplitude under
oscillatory squeeze flow. The storage and loss modulus showed strain thinning behavior as the strain ampli-
tude increases in both oscillatory shear and oscillatory squeeze flow. However the normal stress under
LAOSQ was found to be nonsymmetric in both magnitude and shape unlike the shear stress under oscil-
latory shear flow. In addition the energy dissipation was found to be larger in extension than in compression.
This study is expected to provide a platform to understand the nonlinear and nonsymmetric characteristics
of complex fluids under LAOSQ flow.
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1. Introduction

Simple shear flow has been widely used to measure the

rheological properties. It is not only simple and easy to

manipulate but also is homogeneous flow with no sudden

jump. The shear flow is often used to characterize a wide

range of soft matter and complex fluids such as polymer

melts, polymer solutions, block copolymers, suspensions,

emulsions, surfactants, and more. Of particular interest is

small amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) flow which is a

canonical method to measure the linear viscoelastic prop-

erties with sound theoretical background and excellent

sensitivity to detect structural differences. 

On the other hand, deformation is large and rapid in

most industrial processes. To get over the limitations of

SAOS, large amplitude oscillatory shear (LAOS) has been

introduced. LAOS is a useful protocol because frequency

and strain amplitude can be controlled individually allow-

ing a wide spectrum of processing conditions (Hyun et al.,

2011). Even though nonlinear viscoelasticity from LAOS

provides useful information on the structural change of

complex fluids, it is restricted only to the simple shear

flow.

Oscillatory squeeze flow has been paid less attention

than simple shear flow, but has been studied for decades.

It is much more complex than simple shear flow which

has been dominantly used for rheometry, but it is still well

defined and controllable. Oscillatory squeeze (OSQ) flow

is a transient and inhomogeneous flow caused by the

change of geometry in axial direction. During the dynamic

motion the material is repeatedly compressed and

extended between two parallel plates. Due to non-homo-

geneous flow field, this flow suffers from being employed

as a reliable protocol to characterize the rheological prop-

erties. In addition there’s little theoretical background to

systematically analyze the nonlinear responses at large

strain amplitude under oscillatory squeeze flow. Despite

the drawbacks of oscillatory squeeze flow, it deserves

attention as a useful tool to characterize the complex flu-

ids. Squeeze flow rheometry has advantages: easy to set

up, wide range of frequency, measurement of soft bio-

logical materials, and more (Engmann et al., 2005). This

method may be useful in dealing with viscoelastic fluids

which suffer from structural breakdown when subjected to

large deformation under steady or oscillatory shear flow

(Phan-Thien, 1980). Above all, this technique allows us to

understand the characteristics of complex fluids when

shear, compressive, and extensional flow fields exist alto-

gether.

The first theoretical approach on the oscillatory squeeze

flow was made by Phan-Thien (1980). The complex mod-

ulus of viscoelastic fluids under small amplitude oscil-

latory squeeze flow between two parallel plates was

examined experimentally by Field et al. (1996). Bell et al.

(2006) measured the dynamic properties under OSQ while*Corresponding author: ahnnet@snu.ac.kr
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taking the influence of fluid inertia into account. Small

amplitude oscillatory squeeze flow was also applied as a

convenient method to analyze a biological material which

is highly shear-thinning (Phan-Thien et al., 2000), and to

monitor the changes in viscoelastic properties of adhesive

materials (See and Nguyen, 2004). The frequency and

time dependent moduli of poly(dimethyl siloxane) filled

with spherical glass beads were studied under oscillatory

shear, oscillatory squeeze, and lubricated squeeze flow

(Walberer and McHugh, 2001). Jiang et al. (2003) inves-

tigated the rheological responses of particulate-filled den-

tal composite resins during curing process under OSQ. A

numerical analysis for OSQ was also carried out by Deb-

baut et al. (2004), employing the finite element method.

They identified the strain limit for linear viscoelasticity at

varied plate gap and frequency. Kim et al. (2012) have

predicted the nonsymmetric responses of normal stresses

in oscillatory squeeze flow using constitutive equations

and provided a platform for the analysis of nonsymmetric

stress signals.

There were many researches on the linear viscoelastic

behavior subjected to OSQ at small strain amplitude; how-

ever, there has been no report that provides a framework

for the analysis of nonlinear-and-nonsymmetric stress sig-

nals at larger strain amplitude under OSQ. The purpose of

this paper is to quantitatively analyze the responses of vis-

coelastic fluids at larger deformation under OSQ and to

provide a platform for the analysis of nonsymmetric stress

signals. In this paper, we report the characteristics of non-

symmetric normal stress signals under OSQ. It enables to

overcome the limitation of conventional rheometry which

has been confined mostly to shear flow and will be useful

in understanding the nonlinear characteristics of complex

fluids at large strain amplitude in OSQ. The paper is orga-

nized as follows. First we introduce the modified fixture

designed for OSQ and describe how the equipment is

operated. Next the theoretical background for OSQ will be

given: kinematics, normal forces, material functions (stor-

age and loss modulus, complex viscosity), methodology

which will be useful to analyze the nonsymmetric stress

signals. Then, we will show some unique features of the

normal stress signals obtainable from various analysis

techniques which were developed primarily to analyze the

nonlinear signals in LAOS: stress shape analysis, Lissa-

jous plot, Fourier transform (FT), trace of pathways in

Lissajous plot, and so on.

2. Experiment

2.1. Oscillatory squeeze flow (OSQ)
For the oscillatory squeeze experiments, a new setup

was built on a conventional rheometer (RMS800, TA

Instruments) by introducing a modified fixture. The

schematic diagram of the modified fixture is shown in

Fig. 1. The ball screw of the modified fixture allows

dynamic vertical displacement when acted upon by

motor. It was designed to apply the dynamic squeeze

motion into axial direction only. The bandwidth of the

motor is 20 Hz. The test material is contained between

two parallel-plates. The top is stationary, while the bot-

tom plate is subjected to dynamic squeeze motion in ver-

tical direction only (diameter: upper plate 40 mm and

lower plate 50 mm; gap 1.5 mm). High viscosity samples

(>20 Pa·s) were used to keep them from flowing out

between the plates. Because the amplitude of displace-

ment a is small compared to the radius of the plate, the

sample is rarely lost by being squeezed out of the flow

domain. Furthermore, we did not observe an indentation

at free surface during the measurements. Even in the

nonlinear regime, the surface remained smooth and sta-

ble. The normal stress developed during the test was

measured by a transducer connected to the upper fixture,

and recorded by an on-line computer. The measurement

range and bandwidth of the normal transducer are ±20 N

and 16 Hz, respectively. A controlled strain type rhe-

ometer (RMS800, TA instruments) was also used to

characterize the viscoelastic properties in simple shear

flow with the same parallel plates (diameter: upper plate

40 mm and lower plate 50 mm; gap 1 mm). Silicone oil

was used to prevent evaporation of PEO aqueous solu-

tions at the edge disclosed to the air. For raw data acqui-

sition, a 16 bit ADC card (PCI-6052E; National

Instruments) with sampling rate up to 333 kHz was used.

This ADC card was plugged into a personal computer

equipped with home written LabView software (National

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the modified fixture for oscillatory

squeeze flow.
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Instruments). The normal force and strain (displacement)

data were obtained simultaneously by the ADC card.

The normal force showed periodic signals and reached

steady state within 2 cycles over all the strain we

imposed. All measurements were taken at room tem-

perature.

2.2. Materials and sample preparation
Polybutene (PB, Sigma-Aldrich) was used as a New-

tonian fluid and polyethylene oxide solution (PEO,

Sigma-Aldrich) as a non-Newtonian fluid that is highly

shear-thinning. The molecular weight is 920 g/mol for PB

and 4×106 g/mol for PEO according to the supplier.

2.5 wt% of PEO aqueous solution was prepared by rotat-

ing the magnetic bar in a sealed glass bottle at 60 rpm for

6 days at room temperature. The polymer concentration

was much higher than the overlap concentration at which

the polymer molecules start to entangle with each other.

The overlap concentration (c*) was estimated as

0.045 wt%, given the radius of gyration (Rg), molecular

weight (Mw) and Avogadro’s number (NA) (c*=3Mw/

4NAπRg
3) (Dasgupta et al., 2002). The storage ( ) and

loss ( ) moduli and complex viscosity ( ) are pre-

sented as a function of frequency in Fig. 2. PEO solution

exhibited strong shear-thinning behavior in which com-

plex viscosity decreased with power-law dependence at all

frequencies. The viscoelastic fluid shows a liquid-like

behavior ( ) at low frequency, but shows a solid-

like behavior ( ) over the crossover frequency. The

crossover frequency ( ), frequency at , is an

important parameter estimating the viscoelastic character

of the material. The reciprocal of the crossover frequency

indicates the characteristic time of the material; the char-

acteristic time of PB could not be estimated, but that of

PEO was estimated as 1.1 s. Table 1 lists the molecular

characteristics of the samples used in this work.

3. Theory

The upper plate is fixed, while the lower plate is given

a dynamic displacement of vertical motion as shown in

Fig. 1. The strain amplitude in OSQ is defined by 

(1)

where  is the initial gap height, a is the amplitude of the

deformation in vertical direction (Debbaut and Thomas,

2004; See and Nguyen, 2004). The gap H in Eq. (1) varies

with time; however we assumed it as constant even under

large deformation. One difficulty is that it is rarely possible

to define true strain or strain rate in OSQ because there

exist both shear and compressive flow. The shear rate is not

uniform unlike simple shear flow, and so is the stress; that

is, the sample experiences non-homogeneous strain and

stress in the whole domain under OSQ. This non-homo-

geneity makes it difficult to define the material functions.

Strictly speaking, it is not possible to precisely define the

rheological functions in this non-homogeneous flow. How-

ever, we need to define a measure of strain instead of true

strain which is not known a priori without constitutive law.

In this paper, we will define the strain as in Eq. (2), which

may well be regarded as an engineering strain, and then the

material functions can be defined accordingly. This

approach has also been used in previous researches (Bell et

al., 2006) (Vermant et al., 1997; Vermant et al., 1998;

Ovarlez et al., 2010). Vermant et al. (1998) showed that the

material functions obtained experimentally without intro-

ducing the true strain and constitutive law matched fairly

well with the theoretical predictions.

Then the engineering strain is imposed by,

(2)

where ω is the applied frequency. 

It is necessary to derive the velocity field and the normal

force under squeeze flow from momentum equation.

Since there is no rotation,  and . The veloc-

ity field in cylindrical coordinate  is assumed to be

G′
G″ η∗

G″ G′>
G′ G> ″

ωc G′ G″=

γz0
a

H0

------=

H0

γz γz0 ωtsin=

vθ 0= ∂ ∂θ⁄ 0=

r θ z, ,( )

Fig. 2. (Color online) Storage and loss moduli,  and , and

complex viscosity η* of 2.5 wt% PEO solution as a function of

frequency at room temperature. 

G′ G″

Table 1. Characteristics of the samples. Zero-shear viscosity (η0)

was calculated by fitting the complex viscosity data to the Car-

reau model*. The relaxation time (λ) is the reciprocal of the

cross-over frequency (ωc, frequency at G (ω)= G (ω) in the fre-

quency sweep test).

Sample

Molecular 

weight

[g/mol]

Concentra-

tion (wt%)

η0 

[Pa·s]

λ (=1/ωc)

[s]

PB 920 20 -

PEO4m2.5 4×10
6

2.5 114 1.1

*Carreau model: (a=7.11, b=0.63, n=0.25)

′ ″

η η0⁄ 1 aγ·( )b+[ ]
n 1–( ) b⁄

=
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that of a Newtonian and incompressible fluid as follows:

(3)

(4)

where , ; 

 is the axial velocity of the dynamic motion and

dot denotes differentiation with respect to t. With lubri-

cation approximation,  can be replaced by  when

H0>>a.

Deformation rate tensor of oscillatory squeeze flow in

cylindrical coordinate  is given by

    

  , (5)

showing the presence of both shear and extensional terms,

where  is the velocity gradient,  is the transpose

of the velocity gradient,  is the velocity in vertical direc-

tion ( ) and .

The normal force F that the fluid exerts on the upper

plate is obtained by

, (6)

where η is the constant viscosity,  is the constant velocity.

This normal force was calculated based on the assump-

tions: the fluid is assumed to be isothermal and incom-

pressible; inertia, gravity and surface force are assumed to

be unimportant; there is no-slip on the plates; the radius of

plate (R) is significantly larger than the initial gap height

( ).

In dynamic mode for viscoelastic fluids, the normal

force in Eq. (6) can be rewritten as follows:

(7)

where  is the complex viscosity,  is the axial velocity

of the dynamic motion, R is the radius of the upper plate,

 is the initial gap height (Phan-Thien, 1980). Eq. (7) is

similar to the Stefan’s equation with viscosity  replaced

by complex viscosity ; a substitution generally accepted

for small strain amplitude in dynamic mode. Note if small

strain amplitude (H>>a) is imposed,  is equivalent to

the initial gap height . When the deformation becomes

large,  is not equivalent to , however we assumed

that Eq. (7) can be approximately used to derive material

functions under large deformation.

 Here we estimated the effect of inertia relative to the

normal force. The inertial force of oscillatory squeeze

flow is given by (Debbaut and Thomas, 2004)

, (8)

where ρ is the density of PEO solution (1130 kg/m3) and

the deformation amplitude a is 0.42 mm.

The ratio of inertial force to normal force is given by

(9)

where  is the axial velocity at zero strain ( ).

Thus the inertial effect can be neglected in this exper-

iment unless the frequency is not too high. 

 We also checked the surface force at the rim of the sam-

ple. The surface force is given by

(10)

where  and  are the radius of curvature of the sam-

ple in  and  plane, R is the radius of upper plate; sur-

face tension of PEO solution  at 25oC (Roe,

1968). Even though the radius of curvature changes during

the dynamic test, it can be assumed as follows: ,

 .

Employing Eq. (7) and (10), the ratio of surface force to

normal force is given by 

(11)

which depends on the radius of curvature,  and .

The ratio is maximum for  and , and

. Thus the surface force is negligible com-

pared to the normal force in the oscillatory squeeze flow.

In certain circumstances, cavitation can be significant

when normal stress is large or comparable to atmospheric

pressure, but in this study the normal stress is less than 1%

of the atmospheric pressure and there’s no sign of cav-

itation.

It is difficult to define the material functions precisely in

this non-viscometric flow, and more robust theoretical

approach will be necessary. For this reason, we used the

general definition that the storage and loss moduli can be

defined as the area formed by the loop in the plot of stress

versus strain rate and by the loop in the plot of stress ver-
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sus strain, respectively. By these circular integrations, we

can define the apparent storage ( ) and loss ( ) moduli

from nonsymmetric stress signals.

, (12)

where  and  is a geometric factor.

Although  under large deformation as mentioned

before, we set it as a constant to define the material func-

tions, Eq. (12). Linear trapezoidal rule was used to cal-

culate the area of the loop with 157 integration points using

MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc.).

The apparent complex viscosity of OSQ was then deter-

mined as follows

. (13)

4. Validation of the Instrument

To validate the performance of the equipment, a coil

spring and polybutene (PB) were used as elastic and vis-

cous materials, respectively. The spring constant of the

coil spring was calculated by measuring the normal force

which was proportional to strain amplitude (spring con-

stant: 88.6 N/m). We measured the phase angle of normal

stress under dynamic squeeze deformation. Fig. 3(a)

shows the phase angle of the normal stress as a function

of strain amplitude for both coil spring and PB. The phase

angle of coil spring was nearly zero degree regardless of

strain amplitude within the range we investigated. This

result shows that our instrument responds to the elastic

object very well. However the phase angle of PB was less

than 90o, which seems to be caused by weak elastic nature

of PB. The elastic modulus was measured in the frequency

sweep test of PB. As for FT analysis, there’s no higher

harmonics for spring, while there exists non-trivial second

harmonic for PB due to the elastic contribution at large

strain amplitude. Complex viscosity was also measured

under oscillatory squeeze flow. Fig. 3(b) shows the com-

plex viscosity ( ) calculated from Eq. (13) as a function

of strain amplitude at frequency 1rad/s. The complex vis-

cosity of PB was about 20 Pa·s. The complex viscosity

obtained from our equipment coincides well with the one

measured from a conventional rheometer (RMS, TA

instruments) under simple shear flow. As there is a good

agreement between the complex viscosities measured

from both oscillatory shear flow and oscillatory squeeze

flow (Debbaut and Thomas, 2004; Bell et al., 2006), it can

be confirmed that our equipment measures the viscoelastic

properties reasonably well though not very precise quan-

titatively. 

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Strain sweep test 
Previous researches focused on OSQ at small strain

amplitude only, and the nonlinear regime has rarely been

investigated. For this reason, we need to explore the non-

linear regime under OSQ at larger deformation. Fig. 4

shows the storage and loss modulus as a function of strain

amplitude under OSQ and OS. At small strain amplitude,

the storage and loss modulus are constant regardless of

strain amplitude under both OS and OSQ though there

exists a slight variation in OSQ due to low intensity stress

signals. In the nonlinear regime at large deformation, how-

ever, the storage and loss modulus decrease with strain

E′ E″

E′
2H0

2

3R
2

---------
1

π γz0( )2
---------------- σzzd γ· z ω⁄( )∫°≡ E″

2H0

2
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2
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2⁄= 2H0
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---- E′( )2 E″( )2+=
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Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) Phase angle ( ) of coil spring and PB as a function of strain amplitude, . (b) Complex viscosity ( )

of PB as a function of strain amplitudes  in oscillatory squeeze mode and  in oscillatory shear mode at frequency 1rad/s. All

measurements were made at room temperature.

δz γz0 η∗
γz0 γθ0
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amplitude. The storage and loss modulus under OS and

OSQ shows strain thinning behavior which is commonly

observed in polymer solutions and melts. The origin of

strain thinning will be similar to that leading to shear thin-

ning in steady shear flow. Even though both OSQ and OS

show strain thinning behavior after the linear regime, they

have different critical strain amplitude at which the mod-

ulus starts to decrease. Note that the strain amplitudes, 

and , are not equivalent to each other. The oscillatory

squeeze flow shows the onset of nonlinear regime at lower

strain amplitude than oscillatory shear flow. The nonlinear

behavior under LAOS has been studied for decades. There

are various analysis tools to interpret the nonlinear behav-

ior such as the stress shape analysis, Lissajous plot, Fou-

rier transformation (FT), and so on. In this study, we

employed the analysis methods developed primarily to

understand the nonlinear behavior of LAOS to investigate

the nonlinear characteristics under LAOSQ.

5.2. Nonlinear normal stress and Lissajous plot 
Although linear viscoelasticity is useful in understand-

ing the microstructure of complex fluids, the concept and

methodology cannot be applied to nonlinear regime where

high harmonic contributions exist. The stress curve and

Lissajous plot are useful in interpreting the nonlinear

stress signals which include high harmonics, and are used

to analyze the LAOS behavior for many years. In order to

investigate the nonlinear response of viscoelastic fluids

when subjected to dynamic squeeze flow, we applied

these methods to large amplitude oscillatory squeeze flow

(LAOSQ).

The stress curve is sinusoidal in linear region, while it

becomes distorted in nonlinear region.

The stress curve provides insightful and visual infor-

mation during structural changes of the material when the

deformation becomes large. The Lissajous plot is elliptic

in linear regime, but becomes non-elliptic in nonlinear

regime. The Lissajous plot is useful in describing the alter-

ation of nonlinear responses and is plotted as stress vs.

strain or stress vs. strain rate. The waveform of nonlinear

stress and Lissajous pattern can be used to analyze and

classify the complex fluids. From the stress shape anal-

ysis, we get the information on the evolution of fluid

structure which may be unavailable with conventional

rheological measurements.

Fig. 5(a) shows the normal stress waveforms during

extension and compression under linear and nonlinear

region at fixed frequency 1 rad/s. At low strain amplitude,

the normal stress is sinusoidal and symmetric for the axis

. However as the strain amplitude increases, the

symmetric response is not maintained any more. The nor-

mal stress becomes distorted and nonsymmetric; both

magnitude and shape are different in positive and negative

region on the basis of axis . This non-symmetry is

a unique feature of normal stress. The shear stress in sim-

ple shear flow is symmetric with respect to the direction

of deformation even at large strain amplitude (Hyun et al.,

2003; Nam et al., 2008&2010). In terms of stress shape,

the normal stress exhibits forward-tilted shape that is

related with strain-thinning behavior of the material. The

forward-tilted stress shape was also observed in linear

polymer solutions and melts under large amplitude oscil-

latory shear flow (Hyun et al., 2003&2006). The differ-

ence of normal stress at maximum and minimum

increases with strain amplitude, which may be considered

as the result of the microstructural change as the vis-

coelastic fluid is compressed and extended.

 Fig. 5(b) shows the Lissajous plot of normal stress vs.

γz0
γθ0

σzz 0=

σzz 0=

Fig. 4 (Color online) The storage modulus ( ) and loss modulus ( ) for PEO4m2.5 as a function of strain amplitude under OSQ

and OS at frequency 1 rad/s. The dashed lines are the fitted results with a model ( , ,

, ) similar to the Carreau model.
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strain at strain amplitudes 0.007, 0.17 and 0.28. At strain

0.007, the [  vs. ] plot shows an ellipsoidal loop

meaning the linear viscoelastic regime. As the strain

amplitude increases, the Lissajous plot becomes more

nonlinear and nonsymmetric. This nonsymmetric response

results from the difference of microstructural evolution

when the sample is compressed and extended. There’s no

direct evidence for microstructural change in this study.

However it will be reasonable to presume that the polymer

chains are compressed or extended repeatedly during the

oscillation. In order to compare the energy dissipation in

compression and extension, we calculated the area of the

loop of normal stress vs. strain which is equivalent to the

mechanical energy dissipation or loss modulus (  in Eq.

12). Note the dashed line inside the Lissajous loop was

drawn to sectionalize the extension and compression

regions. At large strain amplitude, the area of the Lis-

sajous loop was different on the basis of dashed line as

shown in Fig. 5(b). This result implies that the energy dis-

sipation is not equivalent during the compression and

extension. The energy dissipation during extension was

larger than that of compression.

Fig. 5(c) shows the Lissajous plot of normal stress vs.

strain rate at strain amplitudes 0.007, 0.17 and 0.28. At

low strain amplitude, the plot [  vs. ] looks more

elliptic, which is commonly observed with viscoelastic

fluid. As the strain amplitude increases, the Lissajous loop

becomes more and more non-sinusoidal and nonsymmet-

ric as in the Lissajous plot of normal stress vs. strain. The

area of the loop of normal stress vs. strain rate is equiv-

alent to the mechanical energy storage or storage modulus

(  in Eq. 12). Note that the dashed line at the axis 

= 0 was plotted to separate the regions of extension and

compression.

At low strain amplitude 0.007, the area of the loop is the

same on the basis of dashed line, however, the area of the

loop becomes nonsymmetric at strain amplitude 0.28 as

shown in Fig. 5(c). The area in extension is smaller than

in compression on the basis of dashed line. It means that

the mechanical energy is stored more in compression than

in extension during the oscillation. The Lissajous plot of

normal stress vs. strain rate exhibits a one-fold loop which

is a distinctive feature of OSQ under large deformation. In

order to further investigate the origin of one-fold loop, we

σzz t( ) γz t( )

E″

σzz t( ) γ· z t( )

E′ γ· z t( )

Fig. 5. (Color online) (a) The strain (dashed line) and the stress (solid line) signals, (b) Closed loops are normal stress vs. strain, [

vs. ], (c) Closed loops are normal stress vs. strain rate, [  vs. ] for PEO4m2.5 at frequency 1rad/s.

σzz t( )
γz t( ) σzz t( ) γ· z t( )
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plotted the Lissajous loop from theoretical result of a

Newtonian fluid; the normal force vs. dH/dt as calculated

with a constant viscosity using Eq. (7). At small strain

amplitude 0.001, the Lissajous loop of viscous fluid shows

a straight line, which represents the linear regime as

shown in Fig. 6(a). On the other hand, at large strain

amplitude 0.28, the Lissajous loop becomes nonlinear and

one-fold symmetric as shown in Fig. 6(b). The one-fold

symmetric loop of viscous fluid implies the same response

during compression and extension. However viscoelastic

fluid shows nonsymmetric one-fold loop which indicates

different energy storage when the sample is compressed or

extended. More energy is stored in compression than in

extension as the strain amplitude increases. It will be dis-

cussed later in more detail on the characteristics of one-

fold nonsymmetric loop through the trace of pathway. In

the next section, we will quantitatively analyze the non-

symmetric nature of normal stresses using Fourier trans-

formation (FT).

5.3. Fourier transform of nonsymmetric stresses
The nonlinear behavior can be effectively described by

Fourier transform (FT) analysis that separates the con-

tribution from higher order harmonics. FT is widely used

to quantify the nonlinearity with high sensitivity. FT filters

the inherent periodic contributions from a time dependent

signal and displays the amplitude and phase as a function

of frequency (Wilhelm, 2002). The higher order harmonic

intensity relative to the fundamental intensity of PEO

solution, , is plotted in Fig. 7 as a function of strain

amplitude at various frequencies. The Fourier intensities

In I1⁄

Fig. 6. Lissajous plot of normalized normal force vs. dH/dt from

theoretical data for a Newtonian fluid at frequency 1 rad/s: (a)

strain amplitude=0.001, (b) strain amplitude=0.28. 

Fig. 7. (Color online) Relative intensity  (a),  (b),  (c), and  (d) as a function of strain amplitude for PEO4m2.5

at various frequencies.

I2 I1⁄ I3 I1⁄ I4 I1⁄ I5 I1⁄
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( ) were found to scale as a power of strain amplitude

and showed some noise at low strain amplitude due to low

intensity of the stress signal. Here, the normal stress

shows both odd and even harmonics. Appearance of both

odd and even harmonics is one of the distinct features of

nonsymmetric stress response. The reduced intensity 

showed a scaling relationship with strain at medium strain

amplitudes. 

(14)

Eq. (14) predicts the scaling behavior between  and

the strain amplitude with an intercept a and slope b. In this

figure, the slope b is almost constant regardless of exci-

tation frequencies. The slope (b) of  is proportional to

the strain amplitude, and the slope (b) of the others 

are less than (n-1) power of strain amplitude over medium

strain amplitude. This coincides with the result of LAOS,

but the slope seems to be a little bit less than (n-1). Even

though FT analysis provides good quantitative informa-

tion on the high order harmonics in nonsymmetric stress

signals, it does not explain the origin of nonsymmetric

characteristics. More experimental and theoretical studies

will be necessary for more insightful characterization of

high order harmonics.

5.4. Characteristics of nonsymmetric stress
To further understand the nonsymmetric nature of the

normal stresses, we traced the pathway of the Lissajous

plot,  vs.  and  vs. , during com-

pression and extension at strain amplitude 0.28. The

extension part of the stress curve follows pathway 1 and

2, the compression part follows pathway 3 and 4, respec-

tively (Fig. 8). In the plot of  vs. , the trace fol-

lows quite different path with respect to zero mean value.

The Lissajous plot of  vs.  shows unsymmetric

one-fold loop when the sample is extended, but not during

compression. The one-fold loop was theoretically

observed in the Lissajous loop of Newtonian fluid as noted

in Fig. 6(b). This folded loop was also reported in both

experiment and model simulation under large amplitude

oscillatory shear (Ewoldt and McKinley, 2010). In the case

of LAOS, the Lissajous plot of stress vs. strain rate showed

two-fold loop unlike one-fold loop in LAOSQ. Ewoldt et

al. (2010) reported that the two-fold loop in LAOS is

caused by the third-harmonic contribution.

6. Conclusions

We have investigated the nonlinear and nonsymmetric

responses of PEO solutions under large oscillatory

squeeze flow (LAOSQ), and provided a platform to ana-

lyze the nonsymmetric normal stress signals. The normal

stress showed more complicated responses than in simple

shear flow; the appearance of nonsymmetric stress signals

and all higher harmonics. As the strain amplitude

increases, the normal stress became nonsymmetric in

terms of both magnitude and shape with respect to the axis

of zero stress during oscillation. From the Fourier trans-

form analysis, we confirmed that the nonsymmetric stress

shows all high harmonics. This unique feature may be

considered as the result of the different microstructural

change when the viscoelastic fluid is compressed and

extended. In the Lissajous plot of normal stress vs. strain

or normal stress vs. strain rate, the trace follows different

paths as the sample is compressed and extended, and

shows more dramatic evolution in extension. The Lissa-

jous plot of normal stress vs. strain rate exhibits a non-

symmetric one-fold loop which is a distinctive feature of

OSQ under large deformation. The nonsymmetric one-

fold loop means that the compression stored more energy

than the extension. The platform developed in this study is

expected to be useful in understanding the nonlinear

In I1⁄

In I1⁄

In I1⁄( )log a b γz0log+=

In I1⁄

I2 I1⁄
In I1⁄

σzz t( ) γz t( ) σzz t( ) γ· z t( )

σzz t( ) γz t( )

σzz t( ) γ· z t( )

Fig. 8. (Color online) (a) Lissajous plot of normal stress vs. strain and (b) Lissajous plot of normal stress vs. strain rate of PEO4m2.5

at frequency 1rad/s and strain amplitude 0.28. The extension part of stress signal follows pathways 1 and 2, the compression part of

stress signal follows pathway 3 and 4.
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response of complex fluids in large amplitude oscillatory

squeeze flow (LAOSQ). 
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